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ABSTRACT
This study presents a novel probability-based diagnostic imaging (PDI) technique using error functions for
active structural health monitoring (SHM). To achieve this, first the changes between baseline and current
signals of each sensing path are measured, and by taking the root mean square of such changes, the energy of
the scattered signal at different times can be calculated. Then, for different pairs of signal acquisition paths, an
error function based on the energy of the scattered signals is introduced. Finally, the resultant error function is
fused to the final estimation of the probability of damage presence in the monitoring area. As for applications,
developed methods were employed to various damage identification cases, including cracks located in regions
among an active sensor network with different configurations (pulse-echo and pitch-catch), and holes located in
regions outside active network sensors with pitch-catch configuration. The results identified using experimental
Lamb wave signals at different central frequencies corroborated that the developed PDI technique using error
functions is capable of monitoring structural damage, regardless of its shape, size and location. The developed
method doesn’t need direct interpretation of overlaid and dispersed lamb wave components for damage
identification and can monitor damage located anywhere in the structure. These bright advantages, qualify the
above presented PDI method for online structural health monitoring.
Keywords - Probability-based diagnostic imaging, Structural health monitoring, Lamb waves, Piezoelectric
transducers, Scattered signal energy, Error function

I. INTRODUCTION
To ensure structural integrity and hence maintain
safety during service, active SHM techniques have
found important roles throughout the aerospace,
mechanical, and civil engineering communities.
Traditional non-destructive evaluation (NDE)
techniques (e.g. X-ray imaging, ultrasonic scans,
infrared thermography, acoustic wave propagation,
and eddy current) are somehow difficult to
implement, and some of them are impractical in
many cases such as in-service aircraft testing and in
situ space structures. In contrast, SHM is an
emerging technology with intelligent algorithms to
interrogate the ‘health’ condition of structures in real
time or whenever necessary [1]. Lamb waves
(ultrasonic guided waves that propagate inside thinwall plates and shallow shells) have been
increasingly employed to develop various SHM
techniques [1-10]. As Lamb waves travel long
distances in structure and can be applied with
conformable piezoelectric (PZT) actuators/sensors
that require little power, they are suitable for
structural health monitoring [11].
Recently, there has been increasing interest in
introducing probability-based diagnostic imaging
(PDI) techniques to lamb wave based SHM. A PDI
method attempts to describe a damage event using an
image. The field value at each image pixel shows the
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probability of damage presence at that point [12].
PDI techniques present damage in terms of its
presence probability. Temporal-information-based
PDI techniques use the time-of-flight (TOF) of
damage-scattered wave packets to spatial loci
reflecting the possibility of damage presence in each
point of the structure, and then applies geometric
triangulation to locate the damage [13-17]. Such
techniques are able to identify the location of
damages anywhere in the structure. However it is
quite difficult to extract this kind of damage-sensitive
feature due to the complex mechanisms of lamb wave
propagation in structures, even with a large number
of sophisticated signal processing techniques.
Signal-correlation-based PDI presumes that a
low correlation between baseline and current signal
indicates a high probability of damage presence along
the sensing path, and that the damage can be
monitored by seeking intersections of several paths
along which the collected signals show low
correlation [18-20]. These methods do not need
complicated signal interpretation nevertheless they
are able to highlight damage located in the region
among the transducers.
This study developed an appropriate probabilitybased diagnostic imaging algorithm for active SHM.
To this end, changes in Lamb wave signals between
the current and baseline signal were measured.
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Subsequently, the energy of the scattered signals at
different times was calculated by taking the root
mean square of such signals. For different pairs of
signal acquisition paths an error function based on
the energy of their scattered signals is introduced.
The resultant error function then is used to construct
the probability image in the monitoring area. To
validate the presented algorithm, experimental
evaluations are conducted at different central
frequencies, including monitoring cracks located in
regions among an active sensor network with
different configurations (pulse-echo and pitch-catch)
and a hole located in a region outside an active
network sensor with pitch-catch configuration,
demonstrating the potential of such a PDI algorithm
for identifying damage in structures. A good
advantage of this developed technique is its
capability of highlighting damage anywhere in the
plate (not necessarily located in the region between
transducers) without any need for interpretation of
collected signals.

II. METHODOLOGY
In this paper, a new PDI method for active SHM
is developed by analyzing the scattered waves
induced at structural flaws. If lamb wave incident
with a damage, scattering will occur in all directions.
Therefore, damage can be considered as a wave
scattering source. Fig. 1 illustrates this approach. For
a given network of N sensors and N actuators, the
baseline and current line are collected for all sensing
paths. The Short time Fourier transform (STFT)
which are sufficient for analysis and visualization of
lamb wave signals, is used to extract beneficial
diagnostic information. The Short time Fourier
transform of a raw signal f (t ) is defined as:

1  i t
e f ( )h (  t )d 
2 
Where, h (t ) , is the window function.
f ( , t ) 

(1)
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According to baseline and current signals, the
scattered response of each path is determined at
driving frequency (  0 ) . As illustrated in Fig.
1, the time of flights TOFh , of the path h should
correspond to the wave travel time from Actuator h to
the damage and then from the damage to Sensor h
and TOFk , is the wave travel time from Actuator k
to the damage and then from the damage to Sensor k
such that:
l hD  l Dh  c (TOFh )
(2)

l kD  l Dk  c (TOFk )

(3)

Where, l hD , l kD , l Dh and l Dk are the linear
distance between damage and Actuator h, k, Sensor h
and k respectively. c , is the wave velocity.
Assuming the wave velocity before and after incident
is constant and the same for all paths, then based on
equation (2) and equation (3) it can be written:

l hD  l Dh TOFh

l kD  l Dk TOFk

(4)

Since it is quite difficult to extract TOF due to the
complex mechanism of lamb wave propagation in
engineering structures, an alternative feature is
introduced while its extraction does not need any
interpretation of the signals. To achieve this, for both
paths, the energy of the scattered signal at different
times can be computed by taking the root mean
square (RMS) of scattered response as follows:
i

RMS (t i ) 

 s ( ,t
0

e 0

e

)2
(5)

Z

Here, RMS (t i ) is the energy of the scatter signal
till (t  t 0 ) , s (0 , t e ) is the amplitude of the
scatter signal at (t  t 0 and

  0 ) , and Z is the

number of data points.
As illustrated in Fig. 2, the energy of the scatter
signals of paths h and k respectively, at times TOFh
and TOFk starts to increase. Based on the distance
of each path to the damage and also to the structure
boundaries, normalized scatter signal energy at
different times reach a definite value. Although the
times at which both paths reach a definite value of
the scatter signal energy are different from their time
of flights, still their ratio is close to the ratio of their
time of flights (especially when sensing paths are far
from structure boundaries) such that:
Fig. 1: Diagnostic approach
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TOFh t h (RMS i )

TOFk t k (RMS i )

0  RMS i   hk
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Where, t h ( RMS i ) and t k ( RMS i ) are the times
when the normalized scatter signal energy of paths h
and k reach to the value, RMS i , respectively. As
shown in Fig. 2,

 hk , denotes a threshold level for

the scatter signal energy to be used in equation (6)
because, for the scatter signal energy values more
than  hk , t h ( RMS i ) cannot be defined.
Substituting equation (6) into equation (4) leads to:

l hD  l Dh t h (RMS i )

l kD  l Dk t k (RMS i )

0  RMS i   hk

(7)
Fig. 2: The growth of scattered signals energy

According to the differences between the ratio of
time of flights and the ratio of times which paths
reach to definite scatter signal energy, an error
function is introduced with respect to equation (7) as
follow:
 hk

 t (RMS i )

 l Dh )   h
 (l kD  l Dk ) 
t
(
RMS
)
i 0
i
 k
 (8)
 hk 
M
Here, M   hk / s , is the number of samples

 (l

hD

according to the sampling period (s ) of the
scattered signal energy. The monitoring area is
meshed into uniformly distributed grids and the error
function is determined for each grid. Grids with the
minimum values of the error function show the most
probable location of damage. In order to find the
exact location of damage, other error functions must
be defined with respect to different signal acquisition
paths. Using more error functions decreases the
effects of measurement noise and uncertainties and
increases the accuracy of the proposed algorithm.
For a sensor network with R sensing paths,
R

a   (P (i )  1) (P  [2,3,..., R ])

functions can be defined. Eventually, the resultant
error function is defined by:

j 1

Table 1: Material properties of PZT transducer
Product name
APC 851
Geometry

a



Fig. 3: Schematic diagram of aluminum plate with a
crack (dimensions in mm)

error

i 1



3.1 Crack, using an active sensor network with
pulse-echo configuration
An aluminum plate (500 mm × 500 mm × 3 mm) was
fixed along its four edges on a testing table, and a
through-thickness crack (30 mm long and 1.5 mm
wide) was introduced into the plate, as seen in Fig. 3.

2
j

(9)

The resultant error function is used to estimate
the probability of the presence of damage in the
structure. Grids with the minimum value of the
resultant error function highlight the most probable
location of damage.

III. APPLICATION TO STRUCTURAL
DAMAGE IDENTIFICATION

The presented probability-based diagnostic
imaging method was employed to identify two
common types of damages in aluminum plates,
including through-thickness cracks and holes, by
using different active sensor networks.
www.ijera.com

Density

(mm )

( g / cm 3 )

(  6.6 and hPZT  0.24)

7.6

Electromechanical
coupling factor

kp

Voltage constant

g 33 (V m / N )
Charge constant

d 33 (m /V )
Relative dielectric
T

constant k
Frequency constant

N T (Hz .m )
Elastic constant

E (GPa)

0.71
24.8 103
400 1012

1950

2040
63
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The active sensor network with pulse-echo
configuration was set up with sixteen surfacemounted piezoelectric discs (APC 851) of 6.6 mm in
diameter and 0.24 mm in thickness. Piezoelectric
discs properties are given in Table. 1. The active
network sensor provided eight pulse-echo sensing
paths, A i  S i (i  1, 2,...,8) . Generation and
acquisition of lamb waves were fulfilled using a Scan
Genie machine. A 5-cycle sinusoidal toneburst
enclosed in a Hanning window at a central frequency
of 150 kHz was generated and acquired at a sampling
rate of 48 MHz. Sampled signals were transmitted
into the central processing unit for further analysis.
All the diagnosis control and signal analysis was
performed using a central processing unit. Different
central frequencies (200 kHz and 250 kHz) were also
used to validate the robustness of the PDI method.
The current and baseline signals are captured and the
scattered signal of each sensing path is defined. As an
example, the scattered signal of sensing paths
A 4  S 4 and A 8  S 8 are shown in Fig. 4.

function

 48
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, highlight locations with the most

probability of presence damage.
Finally, the resultant error function for each grid
is calculated and shown in Fig. 7. The location of the
actual crack is shown in the image and the central
location of identified crack (the grid with the
minimum value of the resultant error function) is
marked by ‘×’. The probability values were
normalized.

Fig. 5: The energy of scattered signals A 4  S 4 and
A 8  S 8 till different times (Normalized by the
ultimate energy magnitude of sensing path A 4  S 4 )

Fig. 4: Scattered signals acquired via pulse-echo
sensing paths (Normalized by the maximum
magnitude of each scattered signal): (a) A 4  S 4 ; (b)

A8  S 8
The RMS values of the scattered signals at
different times are determined by equation (5). Fig. 5
exemplarily illustrates the energy of the scattered
signals at different times obtained from sensing
paths A 4  S 4 and A 8  S 8 . The RMS values are
normalized.functions is defined for this network.
Figure 6 exhibits the error function
defined based
on sensing paths A 4  S 4 and A 8  S 8 . The
probability values were normalized. As can be seen
in Fig. 6, grids with the minimum values of error
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Fig. 6: The values of error function

 48

defined

based on pulse-echo sensing paths A 4  S 4 and
A 8  S 8 (Normalized by the maximum magnitude of
error function

 48 )

As shown in Fig. 7, the central location of the
identified crack at different central frequencies is
close to actual location of the crack which proves the
efficiency of the presented method in damage
diagnostic.
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Therefore, 1540 error functions can be
introduced for this network. For different central
frequencies, (150, 200 and 250 KHz) all error
functions are defined by equation (8) then the
resultant error function at each central frequency is
calculated for each grid and shown in Fig. 8. As
shown in Fig. 8, the more satisfactory identification
confidence was achieved for sensor network with
pitch-catch configuration. Because senor network
with pitch-catch configuration provides more error
functions compared with pulse-echo configuration.
(a)

(a)
(b)

(b)
(c)
Fig. 7: Ultimate resulting image (the resultant
error function values) for crack using a sensor
network with pulse-echo configuration in
different central frequencies (Normalized by
the maximum magnitude of resultant error
function): (a) 150 KHz; (b) 200 KHz; (c) 250
KHz
3.2 Crack, using an active sensor network with
pitch-catch configuration
As an extension of the above application, the
approach was used to identify the crack described in
previous section, via active sensor network with
pitch-catch configuration. The active network sensor
provide
56
pulse-echo
sensing
paths,
A i  S j (i , j  1, 2,...,8 but i  j ) .
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(c)
Fig. 8: Ultimate resulting image (the resultant error
function values) for crack using a sensor network
with pitch-catch configuration in different central
frequencies (Normalized by the maximum magnitude
of resultant error function): (a) 150 KHz; (b) 200
KHz; (c) 250 KHz
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3.3 Hole, using an active sensor network with
pitch-catch configuration
In order to examine capability of the proposed
algorithm in highlighting damage with different
shape, size and location, the presented method was
used to monitor a hole in aluminum plate. Two sets
of sensor network with pitch-catch configuration,
each with surface-mounted piezoelectric discs are set
up on the aluminum plate to identify a hole which
was placed outside the region between transducers, as
seen in Fig. 9.

(a)

Fig. 9: Schematic diagram of aluminum plate
with a hole (dimensions in mm)
Piezoelectric discs acted as both actuators and
sensors with the aid of a two-way switch. The active
network sensor provided 56 sensing paths
accordingly 1540 error functions can be defined for
damage identification procedure. For different central
frequencies, (150, 200 and 250 KHz) all error
functions are obtained by equation (8) and
subsequently the resultant error functions are
calculated for each grid and shown in Fig. 10.
As shown in Fig. 10, the central location of the
identified hole at different central frequencies is close
to the location of the actual location of the hole
which proves the effectiveness of the developed PDI
technique in damage detection regardless the shape,
size and location of damage.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
A
probability-based
diagnostic
imaging
technique using error functions for active SHM was
evaluated through experimental studies. To this end,
error functions are introduced based on the energy of
the scattered signals and the resultant error function
then is defined to construct the probability image in
the monitoring area. Satisfactory results from various
damage identification cases, including crack among
an active sensor network with different
configurations (pulse-echo and pitch-catch) and a
hole outside an active network sensor with pitchcatch configuration, at different central frequencies,
have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed
www.ijera.com

(b)

(c)
Fig. 10: Ultimate resulting image (the resultant error
function values) for hole using a sensor network with
pitch-catch configuration in different central
frequencies (Normalized by the maximum magnitude
of resultant error function): (a) 150 KHz; (b) 200
KHz; (c) 250 KHz
PDI technique in illuminating damage regardless its
shape, size and location in the structures. The
sensitivity and resolution of this technique depends
on the number of error functions which is used to
define the resultant error function. Accordingly, since
a sensor network with pitch-catch configuration
provides more sensing paths and subsequently more
error functions, using developed algorithm for a
sensor network with pitch-catch configuration gives
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more satisfactory results compare with its pulse-echo
configuration. Unlike temporal-based-information
PDI methods, this developed method doesn’t need
direct interpretation of overlaid and dispersed lamb
wave components for damage identification.
Moreover, unlike signal-correlation-based PDI
techniques, via developed algorithm, damage located
anywhere in the structure (not necessarily located in
region among transducers) can be monitored. These
bright advantages, qualify presented PDI method for
online structural health monitoring.
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